How does a listener resolve disparate acoustic elements into a single perceptual stream? The evident coherence and the continuity of speech are a challenge to accounts of perceptual organization. Vocally produced sound is distributed across seven octaves, and the perceptual coherence of a speech stream therefore entails integration of spectral attributes spread over a wide frequency range.
In contrast to dynamic sensitivity to coordinate variation, in element-based accounts, researchers have proposed that auditory perceptual integration relies chiefly on sensitivity to local similarity among detailed spectral elements. Explanations of this kind offer an appealingly simple description of stream formation applicable to simple sources of sound (Bregman, 1990; Darwin, 1997) but fall short of explaining the perceptual organization of complex streams, including speech. Despite the claim that speech perception requires special cognitive functions (Liberman & Mattingly, 1989) , complex sound streams are not unique to speech, and no evidence presently implicates a specialized organizational function devoted to spoken sources (Remez et al., 1994) . The characteristics of dynamic sensitivity, though, can be productively examined in the case of speech, because this sound source is acoustically well modeled and much is known about the psychoacoustics of these sounds.
Temporal Integration and Asynchrony Tolerance in Speech
Researchers have also claimed that dynamic sensitivity in the perceptual organization of speech is necessary for the temporal integration of sensory components, whether the presentation is auditory (Saberi & Perrott, 1999) or audiovisual (Munhall, Gribble, Sacco, & Ward, 1996) . However, some key auditory experiments have provided evidence about the parameters of dynamic sensitivity that is uncertain for two reasons: First, the perceptual effects of dynamic sensitivity were not assessed in strict independence from natural acoustic spectral details. Second, the performance of listeners varied over a narrow range, making any perceptual effects difficult to resolve in the behavioral measures. For example, Greenberg and Arai (1998) used a speech spectrum divided into 19 1 ⁄4-octave pass bands that were systematically temporally misaligned over a range of 60-240 msec. The desynchronization of adjacent frequency bands was controlled in order to preclude local pockets of synchrony. Intelligibility was unaffected at desynchronies ,80 msec and was minimally compromised at desynchronies ,140 msec (cf. Fu & Galvin, 2001 ). Even at the extreme of 240 msec, intelligibility had fallen only to 50%. It might seem that this finding is consistent with claims that perceptual integration is keyed to the pace of syllables, within the range of 3-8 Hz (Green- Researchers have claimed that listeners tolerate large temporal distortion when integrating the spectral components of speech. In some estimates, perceivers resolve linguistic attributes at spectral desynchronies as great as the duration of a syllable. We obtained new measures of perceptual tolerance of auditory asynchrony, using sine-wave synthesis in order to require perceivers to resolve the speech stream dynamically. Listeners transcribed sentences in which the tone analogue of a second formant was desynchronized relative to the remaining tones of a sentence, with desynchrony ranging from a 250-msec lead to a 250-msec lag. Intelligibility declined symmetrically from 72% at synchrony to 7% at 6100 msec. This finding of narrow asynchrony tolerance indicates a time-critical feature of the auditory perceptual organization of speech.
ExpERImEnT
Desynchronizing the Tone Analogue of the Second Formant method Acoustic test material. Fifty sentences, drawn from the phonemically balanced IEEE set (Egan, 1948) and the Speech Perception in Noise set (Kalikow, Stevens, & Elliott, 1977) , were spoken by a male talker (R.E.R.) seated in a sound-attenuating chamber. The sentences were phonemically, lexically, and syntactically diverse, and were intended to be difficult to guess (see the Appendix). The speech was sampled at 22.05 kHz. Individual sentence samples were equated for amplitude and were analyzed in order to compose parameters for a sine-wave synthesizer. Frequency and amplitude of acoustic resonances, bursts, frictions, and murmurs were interactively estimated by tracing acoustic features of the natural samples presented in a spectrographic display, and the selected values were used to compile a synthesis table. The synthesis parameters represented frequency and amplitude values of four time-varying sinusoids at a grain of 10 msec throughout each utterance. The associated waveforms were calculated at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz with 16-bit resolution of amplitude and were stored in sampled-data format (Rubin, 1980) . A pilot test established the intelligibility of these 50 sentences; a mean of 93% of the syllables were identified correctly (SD 5 10.9; max. 5 100, min. 5 39.7).
A second pilot test was conducted using the 50 sentences, with the tone analogue of the second formant deleted from them. This test provided an estimate of intelligibility under conditions in which the second formant tone was not available to be integrated with the other tonal components. A subset of 15 of the 50 sentences was selected for use as test items in asynchrony conditions; each of these sentences was intelligible when all tones were present, and largely unintelligible when the second formant analogue was absent. The intelligibility of second formant knock-out sentences was poor overall: 15.5% of the syllables were identified correctly (SD 5 12.9; max. 5 55.5, min. 5 1). The 15 sentences selected for this procedure were identified in the two pilot tests at 98% of the syllables correct when they were intact, and 6% correct when the second formant analogue was removed. Basing the test of asynchrony tolerance on these 15 sentences provided a wide range of performance levels within which to see the effects of integration and its absence.
The properties of segmental contrasts do not uniformly correlate with frequency and amplitude variation across the formants. Variation in the first formant is often associated with contrasts in the manner and voicing of consonants and in the height of vowels, whereas variation in the second formant is associated with contrasts in the articulatory place of consonants and the advancement of vowels. This distinction is based on modeling of acoustic phonetics (Stevens, 1999) ; there are no acoustic norms for phonetic features, and therefore no firm empirical grounds to suspect an effect on asynchrony tolerance of phonetic properties due to their expression in narrower or wider temporal grain. Nonetheless, in a test in which the tone analogue of the second formant is desynchronized, a principal acoustic correlate of phonetic place and advancement is also plausibly desynchronized.
Each sentence was synthesized in its veridical temporal pattern, nominally the 0-msec asynchrony, and in departures from this pattern created by offsetting the second formant tone. The gradient of asynchrony used 50-msec steps from 50 msec through 250 msec of lead and from 50 msec through 250 msec of lag of the analogue of the second formant relative to the remainder of the sine-wave sentence pattern. Test items were stored in sampled-data format, were transferred to compact disc, and were played for listeners at the time of testing. They were presented at a nominal level of 68 dB SPL via Beyerdynamic DT770 headphones to listeners seated in a soundattenuating chamber.
participants. One hundred nine undergraduate volunteers from the population of Barnard College received credit toward a course berg, 1999; Saberi & Perrott, 1999; cf. Studdert-Kennedy, 1976) . However, the use of filtered natural speech necessarily preserves fine-grained natural acoustic vocal products and allows their perceptual effects, complicating the interpretation of the finding.
In related tests, Silipo, Greenberg, and Arai (1999) also desynchronized narrow-frequency bands of filtered natural speech, dividing the spectrum into 14 1 ⁄3-octave pass bands. Of those 14, only 4 widely spaced bands were kept to compose the test material, and the remaining 10 bands were discarded, resulting in a sparse signal of four narrow spectral slits. The bands had these cuts: Band 1, 298-375 Hz; Band 2, 750-945 Hz; Band 3, 1890-2381 Hz; and Band 4, 4762-6000 Hz. Asynchronies of 25-75 msec were imposed parametrically on one or more bands, and under these conditions an asynchrony of 25 msec resulted in intelligibility decreased by 10%, relative to a synchronized control of 88%. However, with the exception of the pairing of the lowest and the highest band, intelligibility at the greatest asynchrony of 75 msec remained good, at 56% for one and 41% for two desynchronized pass bands. Such performance is likely to reflect both the integration of the four spectral bands despite desynchrony and, when integration failed, the compensation by listeners on the basis of the richness of the remaining spectrum. A more discriminating test is required to identify perceptual integration, using intelligibility as the measure.
In order for a test to offer a sensitive measure of perceptual coherence of spectrotemporal variation, critical conditions must be met. Each item in the test must be composed of acoustic ingredients that evoke clear linguistic impressions when they are presented together, yet each ingredient presented alone must not evoke linguistic impressions. To isolate the perceptual effects of the individual elements from the effects of the pattern that they compose, studies have also used intelligible spectral patterns composed of elements that are unlike speech in detail (Remez et al., 1981; Shannon et al., 1995; Smith et al., 2002) . If these conditions can be satisfied, an intelligibility measure can be used to probe for perceptual integration of the acoustic ingredients.
In the present study, we aimed to satisfy this objective by using sine-wave replicas of sentences (Remez et al., 1994; Remez et al., 1981) . These highly intelligible items necessarily draw perception away from sensory details, requiring attention to dynamic spectrotemporal attributes for integration. In prior studies, researchers have revealed that intelligibility of sine-wave speech is lost when the tone analogue of the second formant is absent (Remez et al., 1994; Remez et al., 1981) . For this reason, transcription performance can be used as a measure of perceptual integration when this critical tone is present but desynchronized from the rest of the sine-wave pattern. In addition, by relying on tone analogues of speech instead of on natural or synthetic speech, we aimed to achieve a clean measure of dynamic sensitivity in this study, independent of the auditory effects of acoustic constituents characteristic of natural speech. simple to state. The linguistic attributes of the sentence were readily resolved when the tones were synchronizedthat is, when they were temporally veridical; transcription performance was at 72% of the syllables transcribed correctly. At 50-msec departures from synchrony, transcription accuracy fell by more than half, as compared with the performance at synchrony, whether the second formant tone led (33% correct) or lagged (30% correct). Performance was exceedingly poor at asynchronies greater than 50 msec. The function relating performance to asynchrony is also symmetrical about the point of synchrony, in contrast to the findings in the audiovisual case, in which tolerance of asynchrony favored lagging over leading audible sensory samples of speech (Grant, van Wassenhove, & Poeppel, 2004; Munhall et al., 1996) . Figure 1 shows the group results of this test. Each point represents the average accuracy in syllables transcribed correctly. The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval determined in the repeated measures analysis.
These measures of tolerance of auditory asynchrony in the perceptual integration of sine-wave speech differ from some of the reports that have provided a precedent for this study. Some prior findings, using digitally manipulated natural speech, have shown that perceivers integrate audible attributes of speech at asynchronies as great in duration as a syllable. Such wide tolerance in perceptual integration had motivated an explanation of integration requirement for participating. Each was a native speaker of English and reported normal hearing at the time of testing. Listeners were tested in groups of 8 or fewer. A brief transcription pretest of six intact, novel sine-wave sentences was given, in order to assess the susceptibility of each listener to speech perception from time-varying sine waves. Eighty-nine listeners, who performed at 80% correct or better on the pretest, were included in the study. One listener was excluded from the experiment for failing to follow instructions, which left 88 listeners contributing to the data set.
procedure. Eleven test sessions were created; each listener was randomly assigned to one of these. Within a session, 11 asynchronies occurred. The 15 sentences were rotated through asynchronies pseudorandomly. The order of asynchrony was random within a test session. A trial consisted of five repetitions of a sine-wave sentence, during which a listener was asked to transcribe it.
Results and Discussion
Each listener contributed 11 measures of transcription accuracy-the percentage of syllables transcribed correctly-one for each degree of asynchrony that occurred within a test block. The performance level at each asynchrony was determined on the basis of the transcriptions of 8 participants per test block across 11 blocks; group averages therefore represent the means of 88 points for each value of asynchrony. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of asynchrony [F(1,10) 5 86.1, p , .001].
The relation observed in this test between asynchrony of the second formant tone analogue and transcription is is simply not well explored. It remains to be determined whether tolerance of auditory asynchrony in speech perception is similarly indifferent to timbre. Such a test will present a formidable technical challenge, though. In order to desynchronize a proper second formant without creating a desynchronized fundamental frequency contour as well, speech synthesis would require a constant fundamental frequency for all vocalic constituents. This would accomplish the objective of creating test items within which a formant band was progressively desynchronized without also desynchronizing the natural pitch contour of the original sentence. However, this method would also eliminate the natural quality attributable to typical variation in glottal period through a sentence, and would thereby oppose the aim of achieving a natural quality. A solution to this empirical problem that uses fluent speech or sentence-length samples is not obvious.
Third, it is possible that the design of the present test was, itself, responsible for the findings of such narrowly tuned asynchrony tolerance. Sentences for the test were chosen so that they were highly intelligible when the sinewave components were integrated and barely intelligible when integration was impossible. These conditions surely imposed a steep decline in performance when integration was hampered. Because the desynchronized components were individually unintelligible and unpredictable from trial to trial, there was little opportunity for a participant in our test to act strategically.
One clue about this aspect of perception is available in the performance-level contrast between the same intact sentences presented in the pretest and in the asynchrony test. In the pretest, temporally veridical sine-wave sentences were presented for transcription as a series. In the asynchrony test, those identical items were presented among test items in which a key tone in each sentence exhibited a randomly different degree of desynchrony on each trial. The acoustically identical test items were intelligible at 98% in the pretest, but at 72% in the asynchrony test. This performance-level difference shows that changing the asynchrony unpredictably from trial to trial imposes a cost on perceptual integration. It also suggests the adaptability of dynamic sensitivity to time-varying properties if these are consistent over the short term. Some evidence of this kind of adaptability has been reported for audiovisual asynchrony tolerance (Navarra et al., 2005) . New tests will be needed in order to obtain an understanding of the conditions in which the temporal window of perceptual integration is narrow, as reported here in a unimodal case, and those in which the temporal window of integration is wide.
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in speech perception invoking the intrinsically syllabic nature of speech production. However, if an integrative perceptual function is indexed by the precise temporal characteristics of its tolerance of asynchrony, then the integration of dynamic acoustic correlates of speech occurs within an interval far briefer than a syllable. 1
GEnERAL DISCuSSIon
In the present study, we aimed to clarify the characteristics of asynchrony tolerance in the perceptual organization of speech. Although a precise explanation requires additional tests, the present findings suggest that dynamic auditory sensitivity to linguistically governed vocalization does not exhibit wide asynchrony tolerance. In contrast to measures using digitally manipulated natural speech, the use of sine-wave replication eliminated the spectral details characteristic of natural speech and the auditory qualities that they evoke, compelling the perceiver to integrate the acoustic constituents largely on the basis of their coordinate spectrotemporal variation. Nonetheless, there are several cautions to consider before endorsing so general an interpretation of the findings of this study.
First, sine-wave speech is perceptually bistable (Remez, Pardo, Piorkowski, & Rubin, 2001) . Despite the intelligibility of sine-wave sentences, generic functions of auditory organization split the tones into separate perceptual streams, while the coordinate variation in the tones promotes integration. These stable alternate organizations of sine-wave speech are concurrent, in contrast to the ambiguous figures, reversible-perspective drawings, or boundary-contour bistabilities in visual perception (see note 5 in Remez et al., 1994) . It is possible that this organizational bistability blocked the action of integrative functions that entail asynchrony tolerance. However, the linguistic organization of sine-wave speech is readily apprehended and requires no special training, no long-term experience, and no induction of cognitive resources qualitatively different from those of natural speech. Indeed, the ease with which listeners adjust to the anomalous timbre has been taken as evidence of the ordinariness of the perceptual functions that they engage. Therefore, the bistability of these sounds is probably not responsible for the lack of tolerance of asynchrony.
Second, the absence of speech-like short-term spectra deprives sine-wave speech of the subjective quality of natural vocalization and, under these circumstances, there is little besides the dynamic properties of the time-varying tones to evoke an impression of speech. Accordingly, if tolerance of asynchrony depended on the familiar quality of speech, this function would be blocked by the sine-wave form of speech. Could the absence of natural vocal quality produce a great change in perceptual function, including the suspension of asynchrony tolerance? Prior studies have shown that the resolution of phonetic attributes of speech can be largely unaffected by extreme departures from natural vocal quality (Shannon et al., 1995; Smith et al., 2002) , although it remains possible that such performance levels were achieved through heroic compensation on the part of listeners. This aspect of speech perception
